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1. Preamble 

Sri Padmavati Mahila Visvavidyalayam, Department of Law is situated in Tirupati, Andhra 
Pradesh. The Department of Law was established in 1988 with the approval of Bar Council 
of India (BCI), New Delhi. The Department offers Three-Year and Five-Year LL. B under 
graduate programmes, LL. M (PG Programme in Law) and Ph. D. The institution boasts of 
providing ambience and modern facilities to the aspirants.    
The main objective of the department is the overall development, empowerment & 
emancipation of women through legal education and to give skill and value based legal 
education through professional orientation besides promoting excellence in advocacy and 
drafting.  
2. General Graduate Attributes 

Academic 

Core Attribute 1: Acquire advance knowledge in the specific field of law chosen for the 
specialization. 
Core Attribute 2: Students are equipped with the knowledge of teaching methods 
through the subject on Teaching Pedagogy thereby enabling them to enter the teaching 
profession. 
Core Attribute 3: The students get acquainted with research methods through the 
subject of Research Methodology. 
Professional 
Core Attribute 4: Conduct sustained, independent research on a self-defined topic with 
limited supervision 
Core Attribute 5: Apply ethical principles and commit to legal professional ethics, 
responsibilities and  norms of the established legal practices. 
 Societal 
Core Attribute 6: Recognize the need for and have the preparation and ability to engage in 
independent and life-long learning in the broader context of legal and social change. 
Core Attribute 7: Critically assess Law reform proposals and alternative mechanisms. 
Which is beneficial to the society resulting in social change. 
 

3. Programme Specific Qualification Attributes 
 

 CA 1 CA 2 CA 3 CA 4 CA 5 CA 6 CA 7 

Knowledge (K1) √ √ √   √ √ 

Understanding (K2) √ √ √   √ √ 

Application (K3)  √ √  √ √  

Analytical (K4)  √ √   √ √ 

Evaluation capability (K5)  √ √ √ √ √ √ 

Scientific or synthesis (K6) √ √ √ √ √  √ 
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4.1 Vision  
The Department of Law imparts Pragmatic Learning, Inquisitive Research, Professional 

Orientation and engages in Extension & Outreach by using technology-human interface to build a 

knowledge society. 

 

4.2 Mission 

 Legal Education through Overall Development, Empowerment & Emancipation of 

Women  

 To train the students to acquire Advocacy skills  

 To preserve ethics and values in the legal field so as to create inclusive and democratic 

society. 

 

Programme Specific Outcomes for Postgraduate Courses 

LL.M 

  

⮚ Demonstrate exhaustive understanding of variety of substantive &amp; procedural laws 

including various legislations and connected rules &amp; regulations in the area of their 

interest. 

⮚ Ability of the students to analyze the legal problems from scholarly and objective 

pointof view and work towards finding solutions to the problems by application of laws 

and regulations. 

⮚ Learn the art of doing doctrinal and empirical research which covers knowledge and 

implementation of various tools and techniques of research. 

⮚ Developed organizational skills necessary for successful functioning of law office 

including art of categorizing and organizing documents including prioritizing work, 

managing time, using forms and maintaining bill data. 

Course Learning Outcomes 

 

LL.M BRANCH I: LABOUR, CAPITAL AND LAW 

I SEMESTER  

 

LLMCP-01: Law and Social Transformation in India 

At the end of the course the students will be able to: 

1. To understand the different contemporary social issues and the role of law which it has 

to play in the contemporary Indian society. 

2. Understand the legal transformation along with the transformation of Society in India  
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LLMCP-02: Legal Research Methodology 

On completion of this course, the learners would be able  

1. To understand the modern techniques in carrying Legal research especially making 

use of Library and Computers. 

2.  To understand the modern methods of conducting the sample survey interpretation 

of data. 

3.  To understand the importance of empirical research  in Law. 

4.  To carry out/conduct independent research pertaining to any specific legal issue; 

5. To find, evaluate and employ legal research materials and theoretical approaches of 

reflections on the legal issues 

6.   To identify issues of research in law and appropriate methodologies for the 

execution           of research in the chosen area, design a research, justifying use of 

various methods/tools  

7.    to carry out the same, collect, analyses and interpret both qualitative and qualitative 

data and an understanding on ethical issues in research 

 

 LLMB1-01: Collective Bargaining      

1. Understand the limits, the scope and the conceptual dimensions of collective 

bargaining 

2. Understand the Legal Control of Collective Bargaining Endeavours 

3. Understand the Economic Implications of Collective Bargaining 

 

LLMB1-02: Industrial Adjudication  

1. Understand the scope and extent of discretion in referring a dispute as well as in 

implementing a decision 

2. Understand the Constitutional goals protecting capital and labour 

3. Understand the Access to Adjudicatory Justice and Jurisprudence of industrial 

adjudication 

II SEMESTER 

 

LLMCP-03: Judicial Process 

1.  to understand the intricacies of judicial process and growth of law through the 

judgments. It will sharpen the logic and enable the learners to evaluate the impact 

of the judgments on impact constituencies.  

2. to understand the base of law. It will develop the critical outlook of learners 

towards meaning, relevance and functioning of law. 

3. understand the various theories and concepts of Jurisprudence. 

4. explain the rules and aids of interpretation of statutes. 

5. enhance their research skills, reading, writing and speaking skills.   

  

 

LLMCP-04: Indian Constitutional Law-New Challenges 

1. After thorough study of this subject, the learners will be able to understand the 

various provisions of the constitution,  

2. It will be helpful for the learners in various competitive examinations and 

academics/UGC-NET.   
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LLMB1-03: Law Relating to Civil Servants     

1. Understand the constitutional dimensions of rights and obligations of Civil Servants  

2. Understand the laws and regulations relating to their recruitment and promotion, 

conditions of service and the dispute settlement mechanisms  

3. Understand the problems that civil servants are facing in service  

LLMB1-04: Agricultural Labour      

1. Understand the traditional hurdles and ties standing in the way towards organisation 

of agricultural labour, 

2. Understand the extent of application of the concept of collective bargaining in the 

field  

3. Understand the nature of welfare measures and dispute settlement systems available  

4. The laws and the practices where the state initiative has gone ahead are useful study 

enabling the students to suggest law reforms. 

III SEMESTER 

LLMB1-05: Wages        

1. Understand the constitutional ideals for decent wages and the judicial interpretations 

of these ideals  

2. Understand the statutory and decisional laws to balance the interest of industrial 

peace 

3. Understand the different facets of wages, the rationale of wage differentials, the 

impact of wage increase on the socio-economic set up and the national wage policy 

perspectives 

4. Understand to assess the wage problems in the light of the international norms laid 

down by the ILO 

LLMB1-06: Social Security Law      

1. Understand the ideal of social security contained in the constitution 

2. Understand the concept embodying the ideals in the various statutes  

3. Understand the administrative measures of the state that indicates social security as 

an important objective to be achieved in our democratic process.  

4. This course shall help students to understand the various dimensions of labour 

security measures  

5. Students will be able to explore the possibility of labour security as part of the 

comprehensive and integrated social security. 

LLMCP-05: Practical Training 

1. On the completion of the course students will develop an inclination towards 

research and academics.  

2. The students will be able to gain knowledge on the technique of selection, 

collection and interpretation of primary and secondary data in socio-legal 

research.  

3. Practical training in conducting research in this course will help in further 

research or practice.         

IV SEMESTER 

     LLMCP-06: DISSERTATION  

 to enhance their research, analytical and writing skills. 
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LL.M BRANCH II: BUSINESS LAW 

      

I SEMESTER:  

 

LLMCP-01: Law and Social Transformation in India 

At the end of the course the students will be able to: 

Academic: 
 

1. To understand the different contemporary social issues and the role of law which it 

has to play in the contemporary Indian society.  

2. Professional:  

 

2.  Understand the legal transformation along with the transformation of Society in 

India  

Society: 

 3. To understand whether Law brings transformation in the society or because of 

society changes Law comes into existence. 

      

  LLMCP-02: Legal Research Methodology  

On completion of this course, the learners would be able  

Academic: 
 

1. To understand the modern techniques in carrying Legal research especially making                  

use of Library and Computers. 

2. To understand the modern methods of interpretation of  data. 

Professional:  

 

3.   To understand the importance of empirical research  in Law. 

4.   To carry out/conduct independent research pertaining to any specific legal issue; 

Society: 
 

5.  To find, evaluate and employ legal research materials and theoretical approaches of 

reflections on the legal issues 

   LLMB2-01: Law of Industrial and Intellectual Property 

   At the end of the course the students will be able to: 

Academic: 
 

1. Understand the commercial law of patents in India with respect to its eligibility, 

ownership, acquisition, transfer, enforcement and remedies. 

2. Understand the commercial significance of intellectual works and the law governing 

the Industry. 

3. Professional:  

 

4. Learn the importance of IPR and the law in a market economy. 

Society: 
 

5. Learn the commercial importance of geographical indications nationally and 

internationally and its application to society 
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LLMB2-02:  Legal Regulation of Economic Enterprises 

    At the end of the course the students will be able to: 
 

Academic: 

1. Understand the eco-legal perspectives and implications of Economic developments 

 

 

2.Understand the concept of global economy in the presence of the socialistic 

perspectives in the Constitution 

Professional:  

 

      3. Understand and practice the Rationale of Government Regulation 

Society: 
 

4. Understand the Legal Regulation of Public Enterprises and Multi-Nationals in the 

Indian economy. 

  

II SEMESTER: 

 

LLMCP-03: Judicial Process 

Academic: 
 

1. To understand the intricacies of judicial process and growth of law through the 

judgments. It will sharpen the logic and enable the learners to evaluate the impact of 

the judgments on impact constituencies. 

2. To understand the base of law. It will develop the critical outlook of learners 

towards meaning, relevance and functioning of law. 

Professional:  

 

3. Understand the various theories and concepts applied in the Courts. 

4.  Explain the rules and aids of interpretation of statutes by Judiciary 

Society: 
 

5. Enhance their research skills, reading, writing and speaking skills in the courts of 

Law. There by following professional ethics.    
 

  

LLMCP-04: Indian Constitutional Law-New Challenges 

 Academic: 
 

1. After thorough study of this subject, the learners will be able to understand in 

depth provisions of the constitution,  

Professional:  

 

2. It will be helpful for the learners in various competitive examinations and 

academics/UGC-NET. 

Society: 
 

3. Implementation of constitutional provisions for the benefit of the society through 

P.I.L          
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LLMB2-03: Law of Export - Import Regulation     

At the end of the course the students will be able to: 

Academic: 
1. Understand the parameters of legal controls on imports and exports 

2. Understand the Export and Import control policy is also closely connected with country's 

balance of payment position 

Professional:  

3. Understand the provisions relating to Import-Export regulation in profession 

4. Understand the approaches to combat its economic backwardness could be in large-scale 

production and in maximization of its exports 

Society: 
 

5. Understand the elaborate economic, fiscal, budgetary and monetary policy considerations 

and balance of payments for economic development of a country. 
 

 

 LLMB2-04: Banking Law 

Academic: 
 

1. Through this subject the learner will get knowledge about banking law, liability of 

bankers, Reserve Bank of India and Banking Regulation Act, 1949 and its new 

emerging paradigms.  

Professional:  

 

2. This course may be helpful for the learners to get jobs in corporate sector and bank 

examination. 

Society: 
 

3. For running business and promotion of trade and commerce for societal good 

          

,,III SEMESTER: 

 

 LLMB2-05: Insurance Law        

Students will be able to: 

Academic: 
 

1. To Understand and describe the scope and object of Insurance through a critical 

analysis of the subject 

2. Analyze the merits and demerits of Insurance, its process from adopting till 

claimant. 

Professional:  

 

3. It provides the details, of conceptual parameters of Insurance law in the context 

of the development of the general principles of law and judicial interpretation. 

Society: 

4. Explain and address various obstacles and barriers experienced by individuals 

before, during, and after adopting insurance with the help of case laws 
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 LLMB2-06: Corporate Finance 

Academic: 

1. After thorough study of the course, the learners will be able to understand 

various aspects of corporate finance and securities regulation in India. 

Professional:  

 

2.  It will be helpful for the learners in UGC NET examination and other 

competitive examinations and as legal practitioner in courts.  

Society: 

3. The impact of corporate finance on the society 

LLMCP-05: Practical Training 

1. On the completion of the course students will develop an inclination towards 

research and academics. 

2. The students will be able to gain knowledge on the technique of selection, 

collection and interpretation of primary and secondary data in socio-legal 

research.  

3. Practical training in conducting research in this course will help in further 

research or practice.            

               

 

IV SEMESTER: 

 

LLMCP-06: Dissertation  

to enhance their research, analytical and writing skills. 
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LL.M BRANCH III: HUMAN RIGHTS LAW 

 

I SEMESTER:  

 

LLMCP-01: Law and Social Transformation in India 

At the end of the course the students will be able to: 

1. to understand the different contemporary social issues and the role of law which it 

has to play in the contemporary Indian society.  

2. understand the legal transformation along with the transformation of  Society in India

  

 

LLMCP-02: Legal Research Methodology  

On completion of this course, the learners would be able  

1. to understand the modern techniques in carrying Legal research especially making 

use  of Library and Computers. 

2. to understand the modern methods of conducting the sample survey interpretation of 

data. 

3. to understand the importance of empirical research  in Law. 

4. to carry out/conduct independent research pertaining to any specific legal issue; 

5. to find, evaluate and employ legal research materials and theoretical approaches of 

reflections on the legal issues 

6. to identify issues of research in law and appropriate methodologies for the execution 

of research in the chosen area, design a research, justifying use of various 

methods/tools  

7. to carry out the same, collect, analyses and interpret both qualitative and qualitative 

data  and an understanding on ethical issues in research 

 

LLMB3-01: Concept and Development of Human Rights    

1. understand the concept of human rights, their evolution and their importance in our society 

now particularly in the era of privatization, globalization and liberalization 
2. understand the growth of Human Rights Law and jurisprudence 

3. understand the responsibilities and obligation not only towards the other fellow beings, but 

also towards the society at large 
4. understand the International and National Human Rights Law  

5. understand the Enforcement of Human Rights in India 

 

 

LLMB3-02: Human Rights and International Order        

1. understand the role of international organizations in promoting awareness of human rights  

2. understand the international conventions, though not binding, have persuasive force since 

the violations will be decried by the international community 
3. understand the International Non-Governmental Organizations watch and monitor human 

rights violations in every country 
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II SEMESTER: 

LLMCP-03: Judicial Process  

1. to understand the intricacies of judicial process and growth of law through the 

judgments. It  will sharpen the logic and enable the learners to evaluate the impact 

of the judgments on impact constituencies.  

2. to understand the base of law. It will develop the critical outlook of learners 

towards meaning, relevance and functioning of law. 

3. understand the various theories and concepts of Jurisprudence. 

4. explain the rules and aids of interpretation of statutes. 

5. enhance their research skills, reading, writing and speaking skills.        

LLMCP-04: Indian Constitutional Law- New Challenges  

1. After thorough study of this subject, the learners will be able to understand the 

various provisions of the constitution 

2. It will be helpful for the learners in various competitive examinations and 

academics/UGC-NET.    

LLMB3-03: Protection and Enforcement of Human Rights 

1. After thorough study of the course, the learners will be able to understand the 

India’s obligation to international human rights instruments. 

2.  It will be help for the learners in UGC NET examination and other competitive 

examinations.   

LLMB3-04: Human Rights of Disadvantaged Groups Problems and issues in 

Protection & Enforcement 

1. After thorough study of this subject, the learners will enable to gain proper 

understanding of Vulnerable and Disadvantaged group, difference between 

stateless, displace, refugees persons.  

2. Leaner will also aware about the problem of vulnerable, working of national 

commission for SC, ST, Minority and women. 

 

III SEMESTER: 

LLMB3-05: International Humanitarian Law & Refugee Law  

1. The course will help the learners to understand the dissemination of 

International humanitarian law,  

2. to know about the implementation of International humanitarian Law in the 

National Legal System  

3. to make them aware about the enforcement mechanisms.  

4. This subject is useful for the proper understanding of problems of refugees and 

their solution  

5. The learners will get knowledge about the Indian policy regarding the refugee 

LLMB3-06: Science, Technology and Human Rights  

1. The course will help the learners to distinguish between positive and negative 

role of science and technology , explain the impact of invitro fertilization and 

surrogate parenthood on human rights protection,  

2. Analyze the impact of developments in biotechnology on right to human 

dignity,  

3. Define human rights perspective on new torture technologies like electric 

shock, trauma-inducing drugs and psychotropic substances.   
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LLMCP-05: Practical Training 

1.    On the completion of the course students will develop an inclination towards 

research and academics. 

2. The students will be able to gain knowledge on the technique of selection, 

collection and interpretation of primary and secondary data in socio-legal 

research.  

3. Practical training in conducting research in this course will help in further 

research or practice.            

               

IV SEMESTER: 

 

LLMCP-06: DISSERTATION  

to enhance their research, analytical and writing skills. 
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LL.M BRANCH IV: CONSTITUTION AND LEGAL ORDER 

 

I SEMESTER:  

 

LLMCP-01: Law and Social Transformation in India   

At the end of the course the students will be able to: 

1. To understand the different contemporary social issues and the role of law which it 

has to play in the contemporary Indian society.  

2. Understand the legal transformation along with the transformation of  Society in 

India  

LLMCP-02: Legal Research Methodology 

On completion of this course, the learners would be able  

1. to understand the modern techniques in carrying Legal research especially making 

use of Library and  

      Computers. 

2.    To understand the modern methods of conducting the sample survey interpretation 

of data. 

3.    To understand the importance of empirical research  in Law. 

4.   To carry out/conduct independent research pertaining to any specific legal issue; 

5.   To find, evaluate and employ legal research materials and theoretical approaches of 

reflections on the legal issues 

6. to identify issues of research in law and appropriate methodologies for the execution 

of research in the chosen area, design a research, justifying use of various 

methods/tools  

7. To carry out the same, collect, analyses and interpret both qualitative and qualitative 

data and an understanding on ethical issues in research 

 

LLMB4-01: Constitutionalism: Pluralism and Federalism 

Academic: 

   

1. Understand various models of pluralism and forms of constitutional governments 

and federal structures 

Professional: 

2. Understand the Concept of Limitations on Government Power 

Society: 

3. understand the Concept of Constitutionalism, Conditions requisite for federalism, 

pluralistic society and International Concerns 

 

LLMB4-02: Union State Financial Relations         
On the completion of the course the students will be able to- 

Academic: 

 

1. Trace the historical background of federalism in India. 

2. To explain the nature of Indian federalism and its implications 

Professional: 
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3. To discuss the Legislative relations, Administrative and financial relations between 

the Centre and the States. 

4. To understand the principles of interpretation of lists. 

Society: 
6. To discuss the Services under the Union and the States and to discuss the relations of 

Centre and the States during emergency. 

 

II SEMESTER: 

LLMCP-03: Judicial Process 

1. to understand the intricacies of judicial process and growth of law through the 

judgments. It will sharpen the logic and enable the learners to evaluate the impact of 

the judgments on impact constituencies. 

2. To understand the base of law. It will develop the critical outlook of learners 

towards meaning, relevance and functioning of law. 

3. Understand the various theories and concepts of Jurisprudence. 

4. Explain the rules and aids of interpretation of statutes. 

5.  Enhance their research skills, reading, writing and speaking skills. 

LLMCP-04: Indian Constitutional Law- New Challenges 

1. After thorough study of this subject, the learners will be able to understand the 

various provisions of the constitution 

2. It will be helpful for the learners in various competitive examinations and 

academics/UGC-NET.     

LLMB4-03: Human Rights 

Academic: 
 

1. After thorough study of the course, the learners will be able to understand the basic 

aspect of human rights.  

Professional: 
 

2. It will be helpful for the learners to be an alert and aware citizen  

Society: 
3. to understand the international and national instruments which recognizes different 

vulnerable sections of society and the role played by the international organization 

for their protection          

LLMB4-04: National Securities Public Order and Rule of Law  

    Academic: 

1. Students will be familiarized with different aspects of emergency powers and 

scrutinizing intellectual attitude towards such powers.  

Professional: 

2. The learners will be able to understand the Constitutional Safeguards of Preventive 

Detention, Civil Liberties and access to Courts during Emergency 

Society: 

3. Discuss about Rule of Law in the societal context 
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III SEMESTER: 

LLMB4-05: Mass Media Law 

Academic: 

1. On completion of this course the students will be able to discuss and analyze the 

legal, ethical and regulatory framework governing Media in India 

2. to trace the historical background to the freedom of Press in India  

Professional: 
 

3. To discuss and analyze the Constitutional framework in relation to freedom of 

speech and expression, freedom of Press, Right to Privacy  

4. To analyze and evaluate the latest developments and issues in the field of Media 

Law  

Society: 
 

5. To analyze the principles laid down in the judgments of the courts 

6. To explain and discuss the importance and necessity of media ethics and 

journalistic integrity. Apply the concepts to legal problems. Devise a correct way 

to handle the legal problems.       

 

LLMB4-06: Public Utilities Law  

 Academic: 

    On completion of this course the students will be able to discuss and analyze the 

government policy in regard to public utilities in general and to each utility in particular 

Professional: 
 

1. Understand the growth and evolution of the public utilities in application  

Society: 
 

2. Analyse patters of the laws of incorporation and discuss and analyze the powers, 

functions and liabilities of the public utilities vis-a-vis their employees, consumers 

and others. Which are of practical importance to the society. 

LLMCP-05: Practical Training                       

1. On the completion of the course students will develop an inclination towards 

research and academics. 

2. The students will be able to gain knowledge on the technique of selection, 

collection and interpretation of primary and secondary data in socio-legal 

research.  

3. Practical training in conducting research in this course will help in further 

research or practice. 

4. Legal Literacy comps, family counseling     

                      

IV SEMESTER: 

 

LLMCP-06: DISSERTATION  

       To enhance their research, analytical and writing skills. 

 

 

 
Master of Law   (LLM) 
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                             Bachelor of Law (LL.B)                       

                                   OBE REGULATIONS AND SYLLABUS 

(With effect from the academic year 2020-2021 onwards) 

Programme Outcomes for Undergraduate Courses 

 

LL.B. Three Year Course and B A.,LL.B. 5 Year Integrated Degree Course 

 

Academic 
 

Knowledge and Understanding: Display an awareness and understanding of the 

ethical, social, political and economic context in which the basic concepts, values, 

principles and rules of the h Legal System. Understand the impact of the 

professional, legal solutions in societal and environmental contexts and demonstrate 

the knowledge of and need for sustainable development.  

Life-long Learning: Recognize the need for and have the preparation and ability to 

engage in independent and life-long learning in the broader context of legal change  

which in due course helps in gaining Knowledge. 

        Professional: 

Critical Thinking and Intellectual skills: Explore and explain the substantial & 

procedural laws in which they are made/drafted and how students think and 

understand the legislative setup and to present logical legal arguments by 

exhibiting the ability to research and critically analyze and apply legal knowledge 

in legal problem solving and conflicting perspectives  

Professional Skills and Ethical Principles: Communicate effectively in oral and in 

writing, using language and legal terminology accurately and demonstrating 

advocacy skills effectively. Projecting the facts in a way suitable to the client and 

power to convince on legal reasoning forms the essence of communication in courts 

of law. Apply ethical principles and commit to legal professional ethics, 

responsibilities and norms of the established legal practices. 

Employability: Demonstrate a willingness to continuously improve skills and 

abilities through critical self-reflection and evaluation and initiative to find 

solutions to issues and problems. 

Societal 

Social Interaction and Transferable skills: Interpret And Analyze the legal and 

social problems and work towards finding solutions to the problems by application 

of laws and regulations and to demonstrate an ability to organize and prioritize 

work and engage in effective team work . 

Effective Citizenship: Inculcate values of Rights and Duties, and transfer these 

values to real-life through legal and judicial process for promoting community 

welfare. 
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                                                       LL.B. Three Year Course 

Programme Specific Outcomes 

Duration: 3 years, Pattern: Semester pattern 
 

 

Students will be able to demonstrate the ability to: 

Academic 

1. Apply a systematic approach to the acquisition of knowledge, underpinning 

concepts and principles 

2. Analyze findings from books and journals and other data drawn from the field of 

study. 

3. Demonstrate knowledge and understanding of substantive & procedural laws 

including various legislations and connected rules & regulations.  

Professional 

4. Develop the skill of drafting and art of framing various plaints, petitions, writs, 

letters, using proper English format with clarity.  

5. Learn the skills of collaboration, negotiation and counselling for the ethical 

implementation of legal system.  

6. Deploy a range of subject specific, cognitive and transferable skills 

Societal 

7. Evaluate the appropriateness of different approaches in solving well defined 

problems and communicate outcomes in a structured and clear manner. This is 

beneficial to the well being of the society at large. 
 

 

B A.,LL.B. 5 YEAR INTEGRATED DEGREE COURSE 

Programme Specific Outcomes 

Duration: 5 years, Pattern: Semester pattern 

Students will be able to: 

Academic 

1. Critically evaluate and assess complex areas of legal knowledge with an 

interdisciplinary perspective involving social, economic, political, historical, 

philosophical, ethical, cultural and environmental context. 

2.  Develops the ability to analyse, synthesize legal aspects and to present themselves in 

competitive examinations. 

Professional 
 

3. Understand and practice the professional ethics and demonstrate values in Legal    

Profession. 

4. Conduct sustained, independent research on a self-defined topic with limited 

supervision 

5. Present critical arguments, drawing on policy-based and practical based perspectives 

from a wide range of sources.            

6.    Sustain upon their own learning with Practical, Academic and Professional  Skill     

       Development creating them as autonomous learners. 
 

Societal 

7. Develops the ability to analyse, synthesize and disseminate large amount of complex 

and disparate information comprising of legal and non-legal aspects on the working 

of the entire system of society. 
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         Course Learning Outcomes 

NON LAW COURSES 

FIRST SEMESTER 

On completion of the course the students will be able to: 

5LLB01 Political Science-I (Political Theory)  

   Academic: 

     Have the knowledge about various political concepts. Political Science helps in strong 

grounding knowledge to understand Jurisprudential development in Indian Legal  

System. 

      Professional: 

Understand the connection between Law Profession and Political Science  

Society: 

 Understand the broad and varied nature of Political Science, a democratic system of 

law making and implementation of welfare measures can be successful in the society. 

   

5LLB02 Economics –I (General Principles of Economics)  

Academic: 
Illustrate the problems and solution for social and economic welfare of the country. 

Knowledge of economics is essential for corporate lawyers and to learn the 

fundamentals and intimate principles of economic system. 
 

Professional:                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                  
Analyse the demand-supply scenario; production and cost scenario. Describe the 

efficient distribution patterns for a sustainable economy.  
 

Society:  

General Principles of Economics and Relate the micro-economic theory concepts to the 

 Practical world. Understand and interpret the prevailing market conditions in the    

 Society. 

 

5LLB03.Sociology-I (Essentials of Sociology) 

Academic: 

Understand the subject and is essential for a legal scholar with a view to appreciate 

properly the social tensions and the reason for a fact to be ordained in a given social 

system. 

Professional: 

 To establish a multi paradigmatic with theoretical knowledge, methodological 

techniques and systematized procedures. 

Society: 

Understand of some of the classical contributions in sociology and their continuing 

relevance to its contemporary concerns.  
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SECONDSEMESTER 
 

 

5LLB05 Political Science-II (State & Political Obligations)     

Academic: 

A strong grounding of knowledge in Political Science certainly helps better appreciation of 

jurisprudential development in any legal system. 

Professional: 

Helps to understand Moral or Ethical foundations of Political obligation 

Society: 

Helps to understand role of State in balancing political obligations and role of international 

society in political obligation of a State 

 

5LLB06 Economics –II (Macro Economics, Policies and Practice)   

Academic: 

 Understand the nature & scope of fiscal & monetary policies of government.  

To understand the themes of economics with logical and consistent framework. 

Professional: 

Understand the meaning and scope of various Macro Economic issues . 

Understand the meaning, nature and role of national income & its various concepts  

Society: 

Understand the meaning, nature and role of banking in any economy . 

Understand the importance and significance of concepts of money & inflation & their 

effects.  

 

5LLB07: Sociology – II (Theoretical Perspective of Sociology)      

Academic: 

On completion of the course the students will be able to :  

Have knowledge on the social, political, economic and intellectual contexts in which 

sociology emerged as a distinctive discipline 

Professional: 

Theoretical Knowledge and application in the Legal profession as Law cannot be practiced 

in vacuum 

Society: 

 Law is to made applied in society and background of society is important for policy 

making. 

 

THIRD SEMESTER 

5LLB09 Political Science – III (Indian Political Thought)   

Academic: 

A strong grounding of knowledge in Political Science certainly helps better appreciation of 

jurisprudential development in any legal system. Understand the Ancient Indian political 

thought 

Professional: 

Study Indian political thought and helps to understand significant development of Indian 

Polity. 

Society: 

Understand the relevance of history to present day society. 
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      5LLB10 Economics–III (Money, Banking and Fiscal Policy)  

Academic: 

Understand the nature & scope of fiscal & monetary policies of government  

Professional: 

Understand the fiscal policy .Understand the meaning, nature and role of national income 

& its various concepts. Understand the meaning, nature and role of banking in any 

economy. 

Society: 

Importance and significance of concepts of money & inflation & their effects on the 

society. 

 

5LLB11 Sociology-III (Society in India) 

    Academic: 

  Present a comprehensive, integrated and empirically based profile of Indian Society. 

    Professional: 

  Understand the Cultural and ethnic diversity of India. Understand the Dimension of Social     

Change in India 

Society: 

  To gain a better understanding of the Indian Society 

 

FOURTH SEMESTER 

5LLB13 Political Science – IV (Public Policy and Public Administration) 

Academic: 

Understand the constitutional basis for Public Policy and Public Administration 

Professional: 

Understand the structure of organization in India. Study of Public Administration helps to 

understand Administrative Law. 

Society: 

1. Understand the Contemporary challenges of Public Administration in Society. 

 

5LLB14. History -I   

  At the end of the course, students will be able to  

Academic: 

1. To analyses general trend of law reformation.  

2. To reveal the alterations in law on particular lines which are now tentatively under 

consideration, and had already been thought of in the past also, in the earlier attempts 

at reform of the law, but had been rejected for sound and valid reasons.  

Professional: 

3. To explore the circumstances in which the present position of legal system came 

about where the present statutory provision or rule of law has raised meaningful 

queries.  

 Society: 

4. To ascertain the nature, scope and sources of law in the given dynamic political 

structure and its relevance to the society. 
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5LLB15. General English-I   

 Academic: 
 

1. Understand the language and literary conventions through various texts.  

Professional: 
 

2. Develop analytical and critical thinking through reading and discussion with the            

help of language  

3. Acquire competence in both spoken and written language.  

Society: 
 

4. Participate actively in discussions, debates, & research ventures.  

5. Understand legal concept better and also develop ability to write effective 

propositions in legal context.  

 

FIFTH SEMESTER 

5LLB17. Political Science – V (Local-Self Government)    

Academic: 
 

1. Understand the Concept of Local-Self Government 

Professional: 
 

2. Understand Theory of decentralized local self –government 

Society: 
 

3. Understand the concept of Panchayat  Raj, Gram Saba in rural India 

    

5LLB18. History -II   

At the end of the course, students will be able to  

Academic: 
 

1. To analyse general trend of law reformation.  

2. To reveal the alterations in law on particular lines which are now tentatively under 

consideration, and had already been thought of in the past also, in the earlier attempts 

at reform of the law, but had been rejected for sound and valid reasons.  

Professional: 
 

3. To explore the circumstances in which the present position of legal system came 

about where the present statutory provision or rule of law has raised meaningful 

queries.  

Society: 
 

4. To ascertain the nature, scope and sources of law in the given dynamic political 

structure within a state in which it applies. 
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5LLB19. General English-II 

Academic: 

1. Understand the language and literary conventions through various texts.  

Professional: 

2. Develop analytical and critical thinking through reading, writing and discussion.  

3. Acquire competence in translation and re-translation.  

4. Learn to use idioms and phrases in legal contexts.  

Society: 

 

5. Understand legal concept better and also develop ability to write effective propositions 

in legal context as well as societal context.      
 

 

SIXTH SEMESTER 

 

5LLB23. Political Science – VI (International Relations) 

Academic: 
 

1. Understand the theories of International Relation 

Professional: 
 

2. Understand the importance, relevance and role of political power of the state  

3. Understand the balance of Power and International morality 

Society: 
 

4. Understand the Contemporary issues of International Relations among the countries 

with societal understanding. 
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Course Learning Outcomes 

LAW COURSES for BOTH 

LL.B. Three Year Course and B A.,LL.B. 5 Year Integrated Degree Course 
 

FIRST SEMESTER 

 

Course Code – 3LLB01/5LLB04 

Course Name - Contracts-I 

(General Principles of Contract (Secs.1 to 75) & Specific Relief Act) 

Course Outcomes: - Students graduating with Law of Contract will be able to: 

Academic: 

1. Define, distinguish and apply the basic concepts and terminology of the law of 

contract; 

2. Define and distinguish amongst the various processes involved in contract formation; 

Professional: 

3. Identify the relevant legal issues that arise on a given set of facts in the area of 

contract law; 

4. Select and apply a range of approaches to drafting and apply the critical thinking 

required to bring about creative solutions to complex legal problems in the area of 

contract law; 

Society: 

5. Formulate oral and written arguments in response to a given set of facts; which is 

relevant for practice beneficial to the society 

 

 Course Code–3LLB02/5LLB21 

Course Name - FAMILY LAW-1 

(Comparative Family Relations) 

Course Outcomes: 

Academic: 
 

1. Students studying family law learn about basic concepts like marriage, 

divorce, parental custody, domestic abuse and children's rights. 

Professional: 

2.  Students will gain skills of thinking, analysis, written and verbal 

presentation of ideas of argument and drafting of the relevant petitions 

Society: 

 

3. Family law examines historical and social contexts that have influenced the modern 

definition and regulation of families 
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Course Code–3LLB03/5LLB12 

Course Name - LAW OF TORTS 

(Including MV Accidents and Consumer Protection) 

Course Outcomes: -Students graduating with Law of Torts incl. M.V. Act and 

consumer Protection Law will be able to: 

Academic: 

1. To study the principles of Tortuous liability, the defenses available in an action for 

torts, the capacity of parties to sue and be sued and matters connection there with. 

Professional: 

2. The students should reflect on the alternative forms, and also the remedies provided 

under the Consumer Protection Act, 1986 and also under the broad subject. 

Society: 

3. To study and evaluate the specific torts against the individual and property. With 

rapid industrialization, inadequacy of the law to protect the individual is exposed. 

Course Code–3LLB04/5LLB20 

Course Name - INDIAN CONSTITUTIONAL LAW -1 

Course Outcomes: 

Academic: 

1. To create and set up a basic philosophical tenets of Indian Constitutional Law 

2. To instill not just a bare understanding of but a perspective on constitutional 

developments in Indian Constitutional Law. 

Professional: 

3. To understand the constitutional principles and its interpretation in the 

court. 

Society: 

4. To understand the importance of the constitution in governance of the public 

at large. 

Course Code–3LLB05/5LLB22 

Course Name - JURISPRUDENCE 

Course outcomes: On successful completion of this course you will be able to: 

Academic: 
 

1. Demonstrate an advanced and integrated understanding of the political, 

social, historical, philosophical, and economic context of law. 

Professional: 
 

2. Engage in identification, articulation and critical evaluation of legal theory and the 

implications for policy. 

Society: 
 

3. Critically analyze and research complex problems relating to law and legal 

theory and make reasoned and appropriate choices amongst alternatives with 

relevance to society. 
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SECOND SEMESTER 

 

Course Code–3LLB06/5LLB24 

Course Name - INDIAN CONSTITUTIONAL LAW -II 

Course Outcomes: 

   Academic: 

1. To understand the democratic institutions working under the constitution and to 

have deep knowledge on the subject. 

Professional: 

2. To understand the Parliamentary democracy and its structure 

3. To understand the contemporary status of centre-state relations. 

      Society: 

4.  To generate understanding of methods of adopted in the constitution of India, 

which is relevant to the society. 

 

           Course Code–3LLB07/5LLB08 

                        Course Name - CONTRACTS-II  

                                                               (Special Contracts) 

Course Outcomes: - Students graduating with Law of Contract-II will be able to: 

Academic: 

1. In the society wherein all major ventures are getting corporatized, a law student should 

acquaint himself with the knowledge of special contracts apart from equipping himself 

with general principles of contract. 

Professional: 

2. Set out a range of subject specific, cognitive and transferable skills 

Society: 

3. This course equips the students to better appreciate the legal services required in a 

corporate office so that he can enhance his relevance as a lawyer in society. 

Course Code–3LLB08/5LLB25 

Course Name - FAMILY LAW-II  

(Testamentary and Intestate Succession) 

Course Outcomes: 

Academic: 
 

1. Students studying family law learn about concepts like Succession, Inheritance 

Professional: 
 

2. Students will gain skills of thinking, analysis, written and verbal presentation 

of ideas of argument 

Society: 
 

3. Family law examines and compares personal laws which is relevant to the society 
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                                             Course Code–3LLB09/5LLB16 

Course Name - LAW OF CRIMES-1  

(INDIAN PENAL CODE) 

Course Outcomes: - Students graduating with law of crime will be able to: 

Academic: 

1. Understand and describe areas of criminal justice, law and society through a 

critical analysis of the subject 

Professional: 

2. Analyze lacunas within the criminal justice system and suggest the 

amendments have to make to provide the justice according to the changing 

needs of the society. 

3. Summarize the process of judicial review and identify criteria used by courts to 

evaluate the constitutionality of criminal law of India. 

Society: 
 

4. Identify and synthesize social theory about crime, justice, and social deviance 

and explain and address various obstacles and barriers experienced by 

individuals before, during, and after internment 

5. Problem-solve complex issues in the criminal justice system and society 

related to policy, law enforcement, vulnerability, and marginalization 

 

                         Course Code–3LLB10/5LLB26 

Course Name - BANKING LAW & NEGOTIABLE INSTRUMENTS 

Course Outcomes: -Students graduating with Banking Law will be able to: 

Academic: 
 

2. To study the importance of the Banking Law and Institutions in the present day 

economy. 

Professional: 
 

3. To understand and apply the several policy initiatives and legislative amendments 

have changed the role of Banks from being mere economic institutions in to agents 

of social change. 

4. To study and deploy a range of subject specific, cognitive and transferable 

skills to the different government enactments, regulation and control the banks 

and banking operations, through Reserve Bank of India and Ministry of 

Finance. 

Society: 

5. Students should develop the skills by studying the operational parameters of 

banking law, and to teach the general principles of banking law and to develop 

appreciative faculties of the students in statutory as will as well as case – law in 

this area and recognize the system of banking and its importance in the society. 
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THIRD SEMESTER 

 

Course Code–3LLB11/5LLB27 

Course Name - PROPERTY LAWS 

(Including Transfer of Property Act and Easements Act) 

Course Outcomes: Students who has taken admission for this course will be able to 

Academic: 

1. Analyse and define the concept and nature of transfer of immovable property, 

and illustrate the different types of transfers and rules relating to it. 

2. Analyse the rule relating to transfer of property within two living 

persons and the consequences of it 

Professional: 
 

3. Evaluate and apply the rules relating to general transfer of immovable property 

4. Determine and analyse the rules of Sale of Immovable Property and rights and 

liabilities of seller and buyer 

5. Analyse and evaluate the rules governing Mortgages, Leases, Exchanges, Gift  

 

and Actionable Claims rights and liabilities of transferor and transferee 

Society: 

6. To make the society understand the general rules of transfer of property so 

as to lessen the litigation. 

 

                                   Course Code–3LLB12 

Course Name - Labour and Industrial Law – I 

Course Outcomes: By the end of this course, students should be able to understand 

Academic: 
 

1. The nature and scope of labor laws and to study in depth concepts 

2. Study the rationale of labor laws in organizations. 

Professional: 
 

3. To identify all aspects of Labour Law practiced in India 

4. To exhibit a comprehensive theoretical and practical understanding of Labour Law 

Society: 
 

5. To demonstrate an intellectual capacity for solving industrial disputes, which is 

important for the well being of the society? 
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Course Code–3LLB13 

Course Name - Intellectual Property Rights Litigation 

Course Outcomes: 

Academic: 

1. Students in this course will be able to get a holistic understanding of the 

complexities involved in the process of attributing intellectual property 

rights to people. 

2. Students learn the legalities of intellectual property to avoid plagiarism 

and other IPR relates crimes like copyright infringements, etc. 

Professional: 
 

3. Study of IPR relating to Industrial application 

4. To identify IPR related to Research 

 Society: 
 

5. Implications of IPR study to the society. 

Course Code–3LLB14 

Course Name - Women and Law 

Course Outcomes: - Students graduating with Women and Law will be able to: 

Academic: 
 

1. Apply a systematic approach to eliminate on the ideas in the institutions which 

marginalize, subordinate and accord secondary citizenship women and 

underestimate or make the women’s contribution invisible. 

Professional: 
 

2. Organizes awareness, skill training and capacity building programmes to 

different classes of women and men. 

3. Provides consultancy to Identify and discuss issues related to women and 

child development and inculcates entrepreneurial spirit among the girls, rural 

and urban grass root women and promote micro entrepreneurs. 

 

Society: 

 

4. Develops a portal of potential employment opportunities in local areas in a society. 

5. The course will Study and analyze, what are the legal provisions enacted to 

ameliorate these situations with special emphasis on Indian Municipal Law 

and what is the scope and shortcomings in the existing legal regime in this 

regard 
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Course Code–3LLB15 

Course Name - Interpretation of Statutes and Principles of Legislation 

Course Outcomes:- Students graduating with ‘Interpretation of Statute & Principles 

of Legislation’ will be able to: 

Academic: 
 

1. To know what are the techniques adopted by courts in construing 

statutes? And the importance of the law making process in the present 

context 

Professional: 
 

2. The matters to be reckoned with by legislature while enacting laws? And in 

judicial process 

3. Understand and analyze the judicial interpretation, construction of words, 

phrases and expressions. 

Society: 
 

4. To study the role of judiciary to render justice which is beneficial to the 

society in the form of P.I.L 

 

FOURTH SEMESTER 

 

Course Code–3LLB16 

Course Name - Labour and Industrial Law – II 

Course Outcomes: By the end of this course, students should be able to understand 

Academic: 

 

1. Nature and scope of labor laws 

2. The rationale of labor laws in organizations and their formation 

Professional: 
 

3. To identify all aspects of Labour Law practiced in India by the Labour courts 

4. To exhibit a comprehensive theoretical and practical understanding of Labour Law 

Society: 

 

5. To demonstrate an intellectual capacity for solving industrial disputes. which is 

adopted for the wellness of the society 
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Course Code–3LLB17 

Course Name - Public International Law & Human Rights 

Course Outcomes: On successful pursuing of the course students will be able to: 

Academic: 
 

1. Demonstrate knowledge and understanding of the international legal 

framework, its origins and justifying theories; 

2. Demonstrate capacity to assess how specific human rights may be asserted, 

enforced or violated; in international perspective 

 Professional: 
 

3. Critically evaluate the relationship between international and domestic law on 

human rights; the obligations of the states in international law. 

Society: 
 

4. Demonstrate understanding of the role of lawyers in human rights 

protection and capacity to contribute to ongoing processes of law reform; in 

international litigation process. 

Course Code–3LLB18 

Course Name - Principles of Taxation Law 

Course Outcomes: 

Academic: 
 

1. This subject provides an introduction to, and overview of, fundamental concepts 

of income tax law and its study. 
 

2. Conduct tax law research by using research skills to interrogate primary and 

secondary legal materials, and analyse and synthesize complex legal 

information 

Professional: 
 

 

3. Employ a broad understanding of tax law in skill based approach. 

Society: 
 

4. Employ the principles of Tax Laws in application to individuals and corporate. 
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Course Code–3LLB19 

Course Name - Environmental Law (Including Laws for the Protection 

of Wild Life and Other Living Creatures & Animal Welfare 

Course Outcomes: Students who has taken admission for this course will be able to 

Academic: 
 

1. Analyze advanced and integrated understanding of the complex body of 

knowledge in the field of environmental law with the basic understanding of law. 

2. Develop the capacity to identify new law and apply existing law in the rapidly 

evolving legal context for environmental law 

Professional: 
 

3. Understand in depth knowledge of the specialist area of environmental law 

and associated disciplinary areas 

4. Determine and analyse the different causes of pollution and legal remedies to 

control it on national level. 

Society: 
 

5. Analyse and evaluate laws relating to environmental aspect on a national 

level and its comparison with other countries and its application to 

protect Indian environment 

 

 

Course Code–3LLB20: 

Course Name - Land Laws (Including Land Ceiling, Tenure and Tenancy System) 

Course Outcomes: - Students graduating with Land Laws will be able to: 

Academic: 

 

1. Understand and describe legislative power to make laws relating to land and land 

ceiling is in the state list. 

2. Different states have enacted their own laws on this subject and the application of 

these laws is varied from state to state. 

Professional: 

 

3. The Constitutional perspectives relating to these subjects have to be taught as an 

essential part of this course. 

4. To Know the Land Laws and its application in the courts of Law 

Society: 
 

5. Problem-solve complex issues in the land related matters and society related to 

policies, law enforcement, government bindings and etc. 
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FIFTH SEMESTER 

 

Course Code–3LLB21 

Course Name - ADMINISTRATIVE LAW 

Course Outcomes: 

Academic: 
 

1. Administrative law is mainly a judge-made law and has secured its present 

features through a Myriad of judicial decisions. A student got a deep knowledge 

of the operation and changing phenomena of these standards from a comparative 

angle. 

Professional: 
 

2. The ever increasing number of delegated legislation in the form of rules, 

regulations, circulars and general orders has the characteristics of law, which 

though framed by administration, impose burden on the rights of citizens. 

Society: 
 

3. Analyze the scope of review of delegated legislation and the limitations on the 

judicial review of administrative action, the Principles of Natural Justice also have 

studied in detail in this course. 

 

Course Code–3LLB22 

Course Name - LAW OF EVIDENCE 

Course Outcomes: Students who has taken admission for this course will be able to 

Academic: 
 

1. Analyse and define the concept and general nature of evidence, and illustrate 

the different types of evidence and court procedures relating to evidence. 

2. Determine and analyse the standard of proof and burden of proof in civil and 

criminal cases, and specify types of presumptions. 

3. Determine the rules relating to competence and compellability of witnesses 

in relation to case study material. 

Professional: 

4. Analyse the rule relating to relevance of evidence and admissibility of 

evidence before the court. 

5. Evaluate the rules relating to evidence and admissibility of the evidentiary values 

6. Analyse and evaluate the rules governing examination in chief, cross 

examination and re- examination, and establish the procedures in the conduct 

of a civil or criminal trial 

Society: 

7. The role of Evidence Law in investigation of the crime and punish the 

criminals which reduces the rate of crime in the society. 
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 Course Code–3LLB23 

Course Name - CIVIL PROCEDURE CODE AND LIMITATION ACT 

Course Outcomes:- Students graduating with ‘Civil Procedure Code & Limitation 

Act’ will be able to: 

Academic: 
 

1.    To know the subject of C.P.C Laws 

Professional: 
 

2. To understand the application of C.P.C in the courts of law 

3. To have good grounding in the subject before one enters the profession 

Society: 
 

4.  To apply the procedural law for the benefit of society. 

 

Course Code–3LLB24 

Course Name - LAW OF CRIMES – II: 

(Cr. P.C, Juvenile Justice Act and probation of Offenders Act.) 

Course Outcomes: 

Academic: 
 

1. Students will understand importance of criminal procedure followed by criminal 

courts 

2. It also covers appeals revision and explains hierarchy of criminal courts 
 

Professional: 
 

3. It explains procedure from arrest till trials and punishments 

4. It is important legislation which gives practical knowledge to students in 

application 

Society: 
 

5. It provides an insight to the student about the procedural aspects of criminal law 

which is considered as a wrong as a society 
 
,, 
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Course Code–3LLB25 

Course Name - PRACTICAL TRAINING –III 

(Alternative Dispute Resolution Systems) 

Course Outcomes:- Students graduating with ‘Arbitration, Conciliation and Alternative 

Disputes Resolution Systems’ will be able to: 

Academic: 
 

1. Familiarize with the modalities and techniques of resolution of conflict 

which is a necessary component in the endeavors of developing 

expertise in juridical exercise. 

Professional: 
 

 

2. To understand and analyze the traditional justice delivery system through 

adjudication by along with an alternative mode of dispute resolution in the 

common law countries. 

Society: 

 

3. To approach the processes of arbitration, conciliation and mediation in areas 

where the traditional judicial system had its sway in the past and in the 

new areas of conflicts that demand resolution by alternative methods. 
 

 

SIXTH SEMESTER 
 

Course Code–3LLB26 

Course Name - COMPANY LAW 

Course outcomes: By the end of this course it is expected that the student will be able to: 

Academic: 
 

1. To understand the basic concepts of company 

Professional: 
   

2. To apply various fact scenarios to the companies as a legal entity. 

3. To develop the ability to identify and effectively use the corporate law 

resources and to develop the ability to learn company law both 

independently and cooperatively in a professional environment. 

        Society: 
 

4. To evaluate and analyze socially reasonable corporate behavior and corporate 

society responsibility. 

5.  To encourage the establishment of one man companies to develop Indian economic 

perspective  
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Course Code–3LLB27 

Course Name - PRACTICAL TRAINING – I: (Drafting, Pleadings and Conveyancing) 

Course Outcomes: Students who has taken admission for this course will be able to 

Academic: 
 

1. Analyze and define the concept of Pleading and various rules of pleading and 

able to handle the client during the course of interaction. 

2. Identify and discuss the various forms of conveyancing deed such 

as sale deed, gift, mortgage etc. 

Professional: 

3. Articulate the argumentation process and apply the legal drafting abilities 

during the appearances before Court and Tribunals 

4. Recognize the way to move to the criminal justice system with aid of various 

complaints. 

5. Apply legal drafting skills and understand practical aspect of 

registration of such documents. 

Society: 

6.  To create models of the basic legal deeds for the benefit of the 

society 

 

 

Course Code–3LLB28 

Course Name - PRACTICAL TRAINING – II 

(Professional Ethics and Professional Accounting System) 

Course Outcomes: - Students graduating with ‘Professional Ethics, Bar Bench Relations 

& Accountancy for Lawyers’ will be able to: 

Academic: 
 

1. To understand and apply the professional ethics and ethical standard of the legal 

profession 

Professional:  

2. To know and evaluate the key themes in professional ethics, in order to give 

them an insight into moral decision making in the legal profession. 

      Society: 
 

3. To know , Should lawyers aim to win at all costs, and how should they 

balance duties to their client, to the Courts, to justice in the abstract, and to 

themselves. 
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Course Code–3LLB29 

Course Name - PRACTICAL TRAINING - IV 

(Moot Court Exercise and Internship) 

Course outcomes: - Students graduating with Land Laws will be able to:  

Academic: 

1. To identify the issues 

2. To prepare the memorial/text for Moot Court  

Professional:  

1. Understand how to prepare a suit and how to file 

2.  Know the practical approach of the law Moots  

Society: 

1. Get the practical training to make the career bright   

    and for good layering 

2. Legal Awareness clinics and free legal aid 

 

 

              Course Code–3LLB30/5LLB46 

                  Course Name - PENOLOGY AND VICTIMOLOGY 

Course Outcomes: Students who has taken admission for this course will be able to 

Academic: 

1. Analyse key concepts of victims and victimization, the Principles and 

Policies relating to Corrections in India and Punishment for antisocial 

behavior in the society and Government Role. 

2. Analyse the Correctional Philosophy and evaluate the various correctional 

programmes. 

Professional:  

3. Analyse and evaluate the role of prison and prison officers in execution of the 

punishment given by the court and Community Based Corrections. 
 

4. Analyse the International Instruments relating to Justice for Victims  of Crime 

in combative  perspective 

Society: 

 

5. To understand Victim Typology, Restitution of Compensation and Victim 

Assistance and compensatory Jurisprudence 
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SKILL ENHANCEMENT COURSES  

English 

Academic: 

 To understand the basic knowledge of English 

Professional: 

  To apply the grammar in language development 

Society: 

  The use of English in society and for acquiring job knowledge. 

  

Computer 

Academic: 

  To acquire basic computer knowledge and languages 

Professional: 

 To apply the computers knowledge in day to day application of their study 

Society: 

 To acquire computer skills to get employability there by seeking lively hood to protect 

their families economically 

 

 

ABILITY ENHANCEMENT COURSES 

 

AEC-I-Legal Deeds and Drafting-III Sem of 3YDC  VII Sem of 5YDC 

To learn the practical skills of drafting  

Get acquaintances regarding the drafts of Deeds 

 

AEC-II-Moot Courts- IV Sem of 3YDC VIII Sem of 5YDC  any one Moot Court in 

IPC/FAMILY LAS/CONSTITUTIONAL LAW 

To impart advocacy skills 

To identify the legal issues of a problem 

 

AEC-III-Internship—V Sem of 3YDC IX of 5YDC 

To facilitate students to collaborate with other professional bodies relating to Advocacy 

To enable students to have exposure to state and national organizations. 
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PO’s Vs CO’s 

LL.M Courses 
CORE COURSES  

 

Core Courses                               B2 M.BL                                     Academic                                                                       M.CL B4 
LL.M 
POs 

CC1 CC2 CC3 CC4 CC5 CC6 CC7 CC8 CC9 CC10 CC11 CC12 CC13 CC14 CC15 CC16 

 ST LRM JP ICL IIP LR E&I BL IL CF CPF USF HR NS MML PUL 

1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 

PO1 x _ x x _ _ x _ x x x _ x _ x x x _ x x x _ x _ 

PO2 _ x _ x x  x x _ _ x _ x x x x x _ x _ x _ x x x 

PO3 x x x x _ x x x x _ x _ _ x _ _ x _ x _ x x _ x 
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                                                                                                           Professional      

 

                                                             
LL.M 
POs 

CC1 CC2 CC3 CC4 CC5 CC6 CC7 CC8 CC9 CC10 CC11 CC12 CC13 CC14 CC15 CC16 

 ST LRM JP ICL IIP LR E&I BL IL CF CPF USF HR NS MML PUL 

1 2 1 2    1 2 1 2 
PO1 x x x x x  x x 

 
x 
 

_ x _ x _ x _ _ x x x x x 

PO2 _ _ _ _ x  _ x 
_ 

x x  x x _ x _ x x x x x x x 

 

 

 

Society 

 

 
LL.M 
POs 

CC1 CC2 CC3 CC4 CC5 CC6 CC7 CC8 CC9 CC10 CC11 CC12 CC13 CC14 CC15 CC16 

 ST LRM JP 
 

ICL IIP LR E&I 
 

BL IL CF CPF 
 

USF HR NS MML PUL 

PO1 x x x x x x x x x x x x x _ x x x 

PO2 x x x x x x x x x x x x x x _ x x 
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PO’s Vs CO’s 
LL.B Courses 

CORE COURSES  

NON-LAW COURSES 
Academic  

 
LL.B 
POs 

CC1 CC2 CC3 CC4 CC5 CC6 CC7 CC8 CC9 CC10 CC11 CC12 CC13 CC14 CC15 CC16 

 PS-I PS-II PS-
III 

PS-
IV 

PS-V PS-
VI 

Soc-I Soc-II Soc-III Eco-I Eco-II Eco-III Eng-1 Eng-II His-I His-II 

               15.1 15.2 16.1 16.2 

PO1 x _ x x x x x x x x x x _ x x x x _ 

PO2 x x _ _ x _ x x _ _ x x x x x x x x 
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NON-LAW COURSES 

Professional  

 
LL.B 
POs 

CC1 CC2 CC3 CC4 CC5 CC6 CC7 CC8 CC9 CC10 CC11 CC12 CC13 CC14 CC15 CC16 

 PS-I PS-II PS-
III 

PS-
IV 

PS-V PS-
VI 

Soc-I Soc-II Soc-III Eco-I Eco-II Eco-III Eng-1 Eng-II His-I His-II 

               15.1 15.2 16.1 16.2 

PO1 x _ x x x x x x x x x x _ x x x x _ 

PO2 x x _ _ x _ x x _ _ x x x x x x x x 

 
 

NON-LAW COURSES 

Societal 

 

LL.B 
POs 

CC1 CC2 CC3 CC4 CC5 CC6 CC7 CC8 CC9 CC10 CC11 CC12 CC13 CC14 CC15 CC16 

 PS-I PS-II PS-III PS-IV PS-V PS-VI Soc-I Soc-II Soc-III Eco-I Eco-II Eco-III Eng-1 Eng-II His-I His-II 

             13.1 13.2    

PO1 x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x 
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LL.B 
LAW COURSES 

Academic 

 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 

 

LL.
B 
PO
s 

CC
1 

CC2 CC
3 

CC
4 

CC
5 

CC
6 

CC
7 

CC8 CC9 CC
10 

CC11 CC12 CC1
3 

CC1
4 

CC1
5 

CC1
6 

CC1
7 

CC1
8 

CC1
9 

CC2
0 

CC2
1 

CC2
2 

CC2
3 

CC2
4 

 Jur
is 

Cn-I Cn
-II 

To
rt 

F-I F-II Cr-I Cr-II Cl-I Cl-
II 

PL Evi CPC AdL Co
mL 

IL TL EL L-I L-II PT-I 
D&C 

PT-
II 
PE 

PT-
III 
AD
R 

PT-
IV 
MC 

  1 2      1 2 1 2  1 2 1 2 3    1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2     1 2 

PO
1 

X X X X X X X X X _ X X X X X X X _ X X X X _ X _ X X X _ _ X _ X X _ X X 

PO
2 

X X X X X X X X _ _ X X X X X _ x _ X X X X _ X _ _ X X _ X X X X X _ _ X 

PO
3 

X X X X X X X X _ X X X X X X _ _ X X X X X X X X X _ X X X _ X X X X X X 
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LAW COURSES 
Professional 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 
 

 

 

LL.
B 
PO
s 

CC
1 

CC2 CC
3 

CC
4 

CC
5 

CC
6 

CC7 CC8 CC
9 

CC1
0 

CC11 CC12 CC1
3 

CC1
4 

CC1
5 

CC1
6 

CC1
7 

CC1
8 

CC1
9 

CC2
0 

CC21 C
C
2
2 

CC2
3 

CC2
4 

 Jur
is 

C
n-
I 

 Cn
-II 

To
rt 

F-I F-
II 

Cr-I Cr-II Cl-
I 

Cl-II PL Evi   CPC  AdL  Com
L 

IL TL EL L-I L-II PT-I 
D&C 

P
T
-
II 
P
E 

PT-
III 
AD
R 

PT-
IV 
MC 

  1 2     1 2 1 2  1 2 1 2 3 1 2 3   1 2   1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 3   1 2 

PO
1 

X X X X X X X X X X _ X X X X X _ X _ X X X _ X X X X _ _ _ X _ _ X X _ _ X _ 

PO
2 

X X X X X X _ X X _ X X X X X X _ X X _ X X X _ X X X _ _ X X X X _ X X X X X 

PO
3 

X X X X X X X X X X _ X X X _ _ X _ X X X X X X X X _ X X X _ X X X X X X _ X 
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LAW COURSES 

Societal 

 
 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 
 

 

 

LL.B 
POs 

CC1 CC2 CC3 CC4 CC5 CC6 CC7 CC8 CC9 CC10 CC11 CC12 CC13 CC14 CC15 CC16 CC17 CC18 CC19 CC20 CC21 CC22 CC23 CC24 

 Juris Cn-I Cn-
II 

Tort F-I F-II Cr-I Cr-
II 

Cl-I Cl-II PL Evi   CPC  AdL  ComL IL TL EL L-I L-II PT-I PT-II PT-III PT-IV 

                         1 2 

PO1 X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X 
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DICIPLINE SPECIFIC ELECTIVE COURSES 
Academic 

 

 
 

 

 

 
 

 

 
                                                                                                              

 

 
 

                                                                                       DICIPLINE SPECIFIC ELECTIVE COURSES 

Professional 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 

 
 

 

 
 

LL. B POs C1 C2 C3 C4 C5 C6 

 BL IPR WL IS HR PV 

        1 2 
PO1 X X _ X X X _ X _ 

PO2 _ X X _ X X X _ X 

PO3 X X _ _ X _ X X X 

LL. B POs C1 C2 C3 C4 C5 C6 

 BL IPR WL IS HR PV  

 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 
PO1 X _ X X X X X _ _ _ X _ 

PO2 X _ X X X X X X X X X X 

PO3 _ X X X _ _ X _ X _ _ X 
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DICIPLINE SPECIFIC ELECTIVE COURSES 
Societal 

 

 
 

 

 

 
 

 

ABILITY ENHANCEMENT AND SKILL ENHANCEMENT ELECTIVE COURSES 
 

 

 
 

 

 

 

LL. B POs C1 C2 C3 C4 C5 C6 

 BL IPR WL IS HR PV 

   1 2  1 2  

PO1 X X X X X X X X 

LL. B POs C1 C2 C3 C4 C5 

 Com. Eng Comp. Appl AE-I AE-II AE-III 
 A P S A P S 1 2 1 2 1 2 

PO1 X _ X X _ _ _ _ X X X _ 

PO2 _ X _ _ _ X X X _ _ _ _ 

PO3 _ X X X X _ X _ X X _ X 

PO4 X _ _ _ X _ _ X X X _ _ 

PO5 _ _ _ X _ X _ X _ _ X _ 

PO6 _ X _ X X _ X X X _ _ X 

PO7 X _ X _ _ X _ _ _ X X X 


	Academic

